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Message from Mrs Lake
I am pleased the wave of Covid infections that
swept through the school this half term has
subsided, and the numbers of children in school
have returned to a normal level. We all know that
children learn best in the school environment, and it
is lovely to hear that those pupils affected missed
being in school and couldn't wait to return!
Spring is just around the corner and we have an
exciting piece of news to share with you all. We
have been working with the Diocese of Norwich for
several years on a plan to improve the front
entrance of the school. I am pleased to tell you,
after many planning meetings, the project has been
given the green light, and the building will start in
the middle of April. There will be a secure waiting
area for visitors and a new meeting/intervention
room, as well as an improved sickbay. The size of
the offices will be increased, making life more
comfortable for Mrs Chambers and Mrs Debbage.
We are also acquiring the grass area immediately
in front of our main entrance. The gate will be
moved so that children are not released directly into
the path of moving cars. Parents and carers will
also have a safer place to stand whilst waiting for
their child/ren.
We are grateful to Mr Darren Debbage, the Village
Hall Committee and the Parish Council for their
support and co-operation with the project.
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They have arranged for the land to be leased
without significant costs to the school. Without this,
it would have been difficult for the project to
proceed. Also, many thanks to our school
governors, who have worked hard behind the
scenes to help secure additional funding and
planning permissions.
We are excited about this new extension to the
school. During the build, we will have to make
some temporary changes to the way children come
into school; I will let you know more details about
this in due course. We hope it will be complete by
September 2022.
Enjoy the half term break.

Mrs S Lake
The Acle Cluster Tag Rugby Tournament
We took 2 teams of 10 children to Norwich School’s
Redmayne Field to take part in the cluster tag
rugby tournament.
The children from Beech & Oak classes
represented the school brilliantly, displaying
sportsmanship by clapping the other teams without
being prompted by an adult. Both teams came
away with silver medals. Well done everyone.

Five Wishes
The children in Oak Class have been learning
about Islam. People who follow Islam pray 5
times a day. Below are samples of the 5
wishes Imogen & Rose would make.

EDP Book Tokens
We have just been told we can order £100 of new
books for collecting over 1,000 EDP book tokens.
Thank you to everyone who collected on our behalf.
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Toby , Lennon & River
Swimming Lessons
Oak Class have had their final swimming lesson of
the Spring term today, they will restart lessons in
June.
Beech Class will be starting swimming lessons on
4th March. Children will need to bring their
swimming kit consisting of a (sensible) swimming
costume, towel & swimming hat. Goggles are not
essential. We will be in need of some volunteers to
help escort the children (no swimming required!) If
you are able to help (even if only for one or two
weeks) please could you let us know and we can
arrange for a DBS (police) check to be carried out.

Good Work
Sycamore Class
Toby for working out how to write Chinese
numbers. Elliott did some great counting adding up
different coins. Zara for her super work at home
during isolation. Elliott & Evie worked well
together reading words with the /ar/ grapheme.
Tamika worked independently on the sudoku
shape puzzles. Holly did some super halving and
doubling in our maths activity

Chestnut Class
Mrs Lake has nominated Harriett for her beautiful
weaving in RE. She was very impressed with
Harriett’s concentration on the activity and how
careful she was being when doing it. Dylan E for
his written explanation of how to grow a bean plant.
Dylan has worked hard to make sure he has used a
range of conjunctions in his writing, and has used
these well to explain the cause and effect at
different stages in the process. Andy for his hard
work and ambitious attitude in maths. Andy has
been demonstrating his ability to record addition
and subtraction on number lines this week. He has
even challenged himself to have a go at using
number lines to solve missing number sentences
and has done this confidently with ease.
Beech Class
Harry worked really well and was very logical when
solving problems linked to weights! Our imaginary
green grocer wanted 1kg sacks of fruit and Harry
was able to fill them with a combination of fruits
based on their weights. Jacob & Oscar worked
brilliantly together to create a page for our slide
show all about ‘The Natural Wonders of South
America’. They found out about Lake Titicaca,
which is the highest navigable lake in the world!
Lexie worked really hard and produced a super
piece of writing which compared the two characters
from the story ‘Gregory Cool’, she focused primarily
on the use of technology by both of the boys and
enjoyed sharing this with the class! Kya has
worked incredibly hard on her version of Gregory
Cool, written in 1st person from his point of view.
She showed excellent pace and included so much
detail! Enya has proven herself to be confident with
fractions, evident this week by her understanding of
equivalent fractions and converting mixed numbers
to decimals. Malaika, Oscar & Betty for working
really well as a group to create an animation,
something they had never created before unlike
some others in the class. They encountered a few
problems but resolved them quickly and calmly to
produce a super outcome, something they can
build upon in the future.
Oak Class
Jacob for his incredibly hard work whilst selfisolating. He completed lots of high quality work, as

before. Jacob always works so hard at all his tasks.
Ted for his terrific work in maths this week with Mrs
Dix and Miss Grey. He worked methodically and
diligently all week, and is making good progress
because of this. His reading aloud in R.E. lessons
has also been excellent. Evie for her teamwork in
Oak Class. Her behaviour is always outstanding.
Her behaviour with others is so positive, and she is
very popular amongst her peers because of
this. The presentation of her maths work is also
excellent! Finley B for working incredibly hard. As
a special helper he has exceeded expectations in
all help given to the class. He has also worked
hard to improve the quality of his writing. Grace for
her maths and English work. She has developed
confidence this year when speaking in front of the
class.

After School Clubs –

Clubs will restart on Monday 21st February.
Booking forms will be sent out on Monday
14th February. Lego Club has moved to
Tuesday instead of Thursday and will be run
by Miss Ampleford.

